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We all know that Art is not truth.  Art is a lie that makes us realize truth, at least the truth 

that is given us to understand.  The artist must know the manner whereby to convince 

others of the truthfulness of his lies.  ~Pablo Picasso 

The artist is the opposite of the politically minded individual, the opposite of the reformer, 

the opposite of the idealist.  The artist does not tinker with the universe, he recreates it out 

of his own experience and understanding of life.  ~Henry Miller 

Art is... a question mark in the minds of those who want to know what's happening.  ~Aaron 
Howard 

Coloring outside the lines is a fine art.  ~Kim Nance 

An artist is a dreamer consenting to dream of the actual world.  ~George Santayana 

Art is a shadow of what a person is thinking... a small glimpse of what they hold inside.  

Little secrets, regrets, joys... every line has its own meaning.  ~Sarah 

A subject that is beautiful in itself gives no suggestion to the artist.  It lacks imperfection.  
~Oscar Wilde 

 

ART: A PREFACE 

Art stimulates an individual's thoughts, emotions, beliefs, or ideas through the senses. an expression of 

an idea, it can take many different forms and serve many different purposes. 

The word art can describe several things: a study of creative skill, a process of using the creative skill, a 

product of the creative skill, or the audience's experience with the creative skill. The creative arts (art as 

discipline) are a collection of disciplines (arts) that produce artworks (art as objects) that are compelled by 

a personal drive (art as activity) and echo or reflect a message, mood, or symbolism for the viewer to 

interpret (art as experience). Artworks can be defined by purposeful, creative interpretations of limitless 

concepts or ideas in order to communicate something to another person. They can be explicitly made for 

this purpose or interpreted on the basis of images or objects.  



 

Fort is a business district in Mumbai, India. The area 

was the heart of the city during the 18th century and 

gets its name from the defensive fort, Fort St. George, 

built by the British East India Company around Bombay 

Castle. The area extends from the docks in the east, 

to Azad Maidan in the west; Chhatrapati Shivaji 

Terminus in the north to NGMA in the south. From the 

High Court and BSE to Fashion Street and roadside 

pheriwallas this area is the heart of the financial area of 

the city with a rich historical and cultural heritage and 

can in a nutshell be called microcosm of Mumbai itself.  

 

The thread to be followed through all three design 

projects in the year is ART. The given site – the stretch 

from Khadi Bhandar to NGMA in the Fort Precinct in 

Mumbai – is to be used for the first as well as the third 

project, keeping in mind that both projects are to be 

designed in concurrence with each other. Design sites 

chosen for the third project – a monumental art related 

structure – have been marked in red in the plan 

alongside. Students can pick ONE of the 3 marked sites 

for the design of their third project with adequate 

reasoning for their choice. 

 



 

PROJECT 1: 

The aim of the project is to re-invigorate the already existing art culture in this historically significant and 

financially prominent zone. Since the entire marked site is of tourist value, the idea here is to de-

centralize the ‘art-value’ by encouraging visitors to walk the entire stretch. This is to be achieved by the 

location of a VISITOR CENTRE  along with the addition of ART KIOSKS along the studied stretch to 

guide sightseers through. The addition of these architectural elements is to be done in conjunction with 

the third project, as previously mentioned.  

Students have been given the freedom to pick their own locations for the VISITOR CENTRE and 4 ART 

KIOSKS after having picked the site they propose to use in PROJECT 3. 

 

ART KIOSKS: 

In definition, a kiosk is a small structure often open on one or more sides serving as a pavilion, gazebo, 

sale/ information stand or a booth.  

 

The Kiosks to be designed are 12-18sqm in area and are designed to house varied forms of amateur art 

thereby giving new impetus to scores of budding artists in the megapolis. These kiosks need not be 

lockable/closed but must be designed to be secure and weatherproof. Material and construction 

innovation is important as is the location of these kiosks along the stretch keeping in mind the analytical 

study of traffic and pedestrian flow already conducted. The kiosks can be designed as part of street 

furniture, on footpaths or as traffic islands or can be placed as an attachment to an existing building/ 

compound wall etc. Students are expected to take inspiration from the study of art movements and artists 

done in the past weeks. A sensitive response to the given city area and the people using it is the prime 

focus of this exercise.  

Students are required to locate 4 and detail-design 2 of these kiosks. Concept sketches of location and its 

consequences are expected for all 4 kiosks. Detailed drawings with construction and material 

specifications have to be given for any 2 of the located 4.  

At the end of the year, as part of the college festival, 4-6 of the most detailed, feasible and best-designed 

kiosks will be constructed at a 1:1 scale --- keeping this in mind, material and construction must be well 

thought of. 



VISITOR CENTRE: 

The VISITOR CENTRE comprises of 500sqm of built-up area on an 800sqm plot located anywhere across 

the given stretch. The building must include the following components:  

(Individual area allocations are to be decided by the student) 

� Reception Lobby  

� Administration areas 

� Records room 

� Staff facilities (restrooms and leisure areas) 

� Public facilities (restrooms and leisure areas including a well serviced café) 

� Library 

� VIP Lounge 

� Multipurpose room with AV Facilities 

� Storeroom 

� Some parking facilities for staff and VIP 

The location of this building is to be given prime importance in this project. Located in conjunction with 

the Art Kiosks and the large art-related building to be designed as part of PROJECT 3, this structure 

decides the re-invigorated route for tourists through this stretch. This structure, as previously mentioned, 

can be located ANYWHERE along the given stretch, in place of an existing building, along with an 

existing building or even attached to an existing building as long as built-up area and plot area are 

adhered to. The consequences of the location of this structure on pedestrian and vehicular traffic flow and 

tourist routes is far more important than which building it replaces / covers / changes. Yet, major 

landmark buildings part of the business district and Mumbai’s architectural heritage must be left 

untouched as far as possible, unless one has GOOD ENOUGH reasoning to prove otherwise. Though 

small, this building must be iconic in conception and design, drawing inspiration from myriad of artistic 

elements in the district it introduces. 

 

PROJECT MARKING SCHEDULE: 

� 22nd July, Friday – Concept and Location of Kiosks and Visitor centre in conjunction with 

site for PROJECT 3 

� 29th July, Friday – Basic Plan & sketches for Visitor Centre, Sketches for all 4 kiosks 

� 5th August, Friday – Design drawings for Visitor Centre and 2 Kiosks 

� 12th August, Friday – Pre-final Marking 

� 20th August, Saturday – FINAL MARKING WITH EXTERNAL JURY 


